
Deadlines for post-results checks and appeals for 
school-assessed grades – November 2021 series

This document refers to the post-results check services and appeals that are available to 
candidates who have followed the school-assessed grade route to a grade. These are the 
dates we send you information and the dates we need to receive information from you.

This guidance is for centres who have followed the school-assessed grade route to a   
grade in Cambridge IGCSE™, Cambridge O Level and Cambridge International AS & A 
Level qualifications.

Key

  We send (the date we send materials or 
information to you)

  You send (the date by which information 
or materials you send must reach us)

Important information
We expect you to have completed a Centre Review before 
you apply for a Post-results check Service 1. We therefore 
recommend that you plan time to complete any Centre 
Reviews as soon as possible after the publication of results,  
so that you can meet our deadlines for post-results checks 
and appeals.

Stage in process

You send We send Deadline

Submit Post-results check Service 1 (change of grade following identification  
of an error)

26 February 2022

Submit Post-results check Service 2 (individual candidate review)*
*You must have completed a Centre Review before applying for this service.

26 February 2022

Submit Post-results check Service 3 (review of Quality Assurance decision)*
*You can only apply for this service if we adjusted your school-assessed grades 
during the Quality Assurance process before the publication of results.

26 February 2022

Post-results check acknowledgement Within 48 hours of us receiving 
your request

Post-results check Service 1 outcome Within 30 days of us receiving your 
request (dealt with in the order we 

receive them)

For a Post-results check Service 2 we may need to ask you for the candidate’s 
three pieces of evidence, and the Rationale Document, if these were not already 
provided to us as part of our Quality Assurance checks.

Within five days of us receiving your 
Post-results check Service 2 request

Candidate evidence/Rationale Document to support your Post-results check 
Service 2 request

Within five days of receiving 
our request
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Post-results check Service 2 outcome Within 30 days of us receiving it (dealt 
with in the order we receive them)

Post-results check Service 3 outcome Within 30 days of us receiving it (dealt 
with in the order we receive them)

Appeal Stage 1 submission (malpractice) Within 28 days of malpractice 
investigation outcome

Appeal Stage 1 submission (post-results check) Within 28 days of post-results 
check outcome

Appeal Stage 1 submission (Special Enquiry) 26 February 2022

Appeal Stage 1 time for us to acknowledge Within three working days of us 
receiving the appeal

Appeal Stage 1 time for us to respond (malpractice) We will write to you within 28 days of 
receiving the appeal to let you know 

whether it was fully successful, partly 
successful or unsuccessful

Appeal Stage 1 time for us to respond (post-results check) We will write to you within 21 days of 
receiving the appeal to let you know 

whether it was fully successful, partly 
successful or unsuccessful

For a Special Enquiry appeal we may need to ask you for the candidate’s  
evidence and the Rationale Document.

Within five days of us receiving your 
Special Enquiry appeal request

Candidate evidence/Rationale Document to support your Special Enquiry   
Appeal request

Within five days of receiving 
our request

Appeal Stage 1 time for us to respond (Special Enquiry) We will write to you within 28 days of 
receiving the appeal to let you know 

whether it was fully successful, partly 
successful or unsuccessful

Appeal Stage 2 submission (malpractice/post-results check/Special Enquiry) Within 14 days of the date of the  
Stage 1 appeal outcome letter

Appeal Stage 2 time for us to acknowledge Within three working days of us 
receiving the appeal

Appeal Stage 2 time for us to confirm arrangements Within 14 days of us receiving the 
Stage 2 appeal

Appeal Stage 2 outcome Decision usually communicated within 
two working days of the Stage 2 

appeal meeting; written report usually 
within six weeks of the Stage 2 appeal 
meeting. In all cases, you will receive 

the outcome within 28 days of us 
receiving the Stage 2 appeal.

You send We send Deadline
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Situation Action

You decide that the school-assessed grade was not correct. Submit a request for Post-results check Service 1 by 26 
February 2022 and tell us the revised grade for the student.

You believe that the school-assessed grade was correct,  
and this is understood and accepted by the student, parent 
or legal guardian.

You do not need to take any further action. 
You do not need to tell us if a Centre Review 
has taken place.

You decide that the school-assessed grade was not correct. 
The school’s new grade is still disputed by the student, 
parent or legal guardian.

Submit a request for a Post-result check Service 1 by 
26 February 2022 and tell us your revised grade for the 
student. Once this has been completed, you can then 
submit either a Post-results check Service 2 or a Special 
Enquiry appeal, depending on the nature of the student, 
parent or legal guardian’s remaining concerns.

The school’s judgement about the student’s performance 
and school-assessed grade is disputed by the student, parent 
or legal guardian.

Submit a request for Post-results check Service 2 by 
26 February 2022.

You believe that the school-assessed grade was correct, but 
the student, parent or legal guardian still disputes the choice 
of evidence, or your decisions in relation to special 
consideration or access arrangements.

Submit a request for a Special Enquiry appeal by 
26 February 2022.

Centre Reviews
If a student, parent or legal guardian has concerns about the school-assessed grade that has been awarded, you must start by 
conducting a Centre Review. You can find more information about this process in our Centre Review guidance document.

We recommend that you plan to have staff available immediately after the publication of results in order to conduct these 
Centre Reviews. This is so that we can work together to help students progress to the next stage of their educational journey 
as quickly as possible.

The actions that you may need to take after the completion of a Centre Review are summarised in the table below.

Learn more! For more information please visit www.cambridgeinternational.org/examsofficers or contact 
Customer Services on +44 (0)1223 553554 or email info@cambridgeinternational.org
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